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MMOPA 2020 LIVE was a great success! Considering where we started 
just three months prior amid a pandemic, we were able to pull off a 
tremendous three-day virtual event that featured some of the best 

subject matter experts and excellent safety and operational information in 
recent memory. 

In March and April, when it became clear we could not pull off an in-person 
convention, the Board was faced with three choices: cancel all together and move 
on, hold a few webinars with our contracted speakers, or push the envelope and 
pull off a virtual event unlike any other.

Back in June, the team at Divine Media and I met (via Zoom) to imagine what 
an excellent virtual event could look like. The last thing I wanted to do was a 
series of dull webinars, Zoom presentations, or “death by PowerPoint.” First, it 
needed to have a live studio element to make it entertaining and exciting to watch. 
I approached Ron Gunnarson and Jackie Carlon at Piper Aircraft with the idea of 
creating an on-location broadcast set at the Vero Beach factory using an M-Class 
aircraft as a backdrop. From there, we would broadcast the entire three days of 
content using a combination of live and pre-recorded sessions, along with a few 
surprises. Ron and Jackie loved the idea, and we were off and running.

Second, the educational sessions needed to feel like a close approximation 
of the actual, in-person presentations. Because of the pandemic, we wanted to 
limit airline travel and exposure. The Divine team loaded up in a large RV and 
traveled coast to coast to film our speakers. In a week, they hit Kansas City, 
Denver, Ogden, UT, Mojave, CA, and Bentonville, AR. Another trip took 
them to Vero Beach to film the virtual factory tour. The result was a series of 
professionally produced and engaging presentations that our members enjoyed 
during the three-day convention. Bravo team!

Next, we wanted a way for our sponsoring companies to interact with our 
members. Nothing can replace the exhibit hall, but using Zoom, we offered our 
members live virtual “rooms” each day where members could interact with reps of 
companies that support our fleet. Thanks to all who participated.

Lastly, our members needed a way to interact with each other. One of the 
most valuable parts of our in-person convention is the chance to visit with other 
members, exchange ideas, and stay connected. Each day we hosted a virtual happy 
hour with three different rooms to choose from. We changed the theme each day 
to give members a chance to interact with a different set of members. It was fun to 
see everyone!

If you missed MMOPA 2020 LIVE, you can still purchase access and watch 
all the sessions at your leisure. Even if you participated, you can go back 
to re-watch sessions or watch the live stream replay. (Who didn’t want to 
watch Charlie Precourt’s session again?) Go to “My Account” and then click 
“Replay Convention.”

Thank you to everyone who helped make this event a success: the 
MMOPA Board of Directors; Piper Aircraft & all of our sponsors; and the 
fantastic team at Divine Media. Finally, a shout-out to the Alberts team – 
Bill Alberts, Bill Alberts, Jr., & Christie Telep for their behind the scenes support. 
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 The MMOPA 2020 convention is finally in the books, 
it was a crazy year trying to determine the best path 
forward all while guessing how the pandemic would 

unfold months in advance. Based on feedback we received 
during and after the convention we feel it was an amazing 
success. This success was not only due to the planning and 
hard work, but also due to our sponsors who took a leap 
into the unknown with us, and finally to our members 
who attended and participated.  It truly could not have 
been a success without you.

The convention’s success has presented the board with 
several decisions to make going forward as well. With our 
convention contracts signed nearly four years in advance 
to secure some our venues, it has rightfully caused the 
board to reevaluate our convention model and determine 
if there is a possible hybrid way of reaching our members. 
The convention topic is to be discussed at our next 
board meeting as we review in detail the successes and 
challenges of the MMOPA 2020 Digital Live convention. 
In addition, the safety committee has been working hard 
to create a new program for CFIs, and our insurance 
committee continues to research options and advocate for 
our members.

Winter is Coming
I feel it is time to revisit MMOPA’s focus on safety. As 

I write this, the PA46 airframe continues a long-term 
downward accident trend; however, until the accident 
and incident rates are zero there is more work to be done. 
Over the years MMOPA’s safety committee has worked 

to create various safety programs, training materials and 
self-assessment tools for our members and even non-
members. However, using these tools requires a voluntary 
involvement of our members and evaluation and adoption 
by our training providers. While yes, the federal agencies 
and insurance companies provide us with a minimum 
set of requirements, it is just that, the minimum. Reading 
websites where aviation accidents are reported and/or 
discussed shows that too often pilots are dealt emergencies 
where the minimum training has routinely been shown to 
be insufficient to deal with these reported emergencies. As 
with most skills, knowing what to do is not the same as 
practicing, otherwise my golf game would be spectacular. 
In addition, hope and luck are not good strategies to 
rely upon when presented with an unfortunate set of 
circumstances. Training is the one critical tool we all know 
gives us and our passengers the best possible outcome if an 
emergency presents itself.  

As 2020 comes to an end, it will most certainly be 
one for the history books, but let’s remember the bright 
spots. Let’s be thankful and feel fortunate to be able to 
fly our wonderful aircraft. At times, even a brief flight to 
keep our skills fresh can help rejuvenate us for our daily 
realities. This winter, as the New Year looms around 
the corner try and make an effort to work through 
a MMOPA safety program. This could be an online 
webinar, in-person training, or earning or sustaining your 
Master Aviator wings through MMOPA’s Master Aviators 
program.  Let’s focus on making 2021 a safe and 
prosperous year. 

 PRESIDENT'S LETTER

Looking Ahead to 2021:  
Re-Focus on Safety

by Ryan Oltman

SAFETY ANNUAL
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 UPDATES

Epic Aircraft
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Welcome New MMOPA Members
Ken Allen, Shelby, NC 

Mark Andregg, Tulsa, OK
Jacob Asbell, Carl Junction, MO
Randy Baumann, Mkogee, OK
Brock Benjamin, El Paso, TX

Michael Bisignano, Collierville, TN
Jim Bolch, Mooresville, NC
Clint Boone, Little Rock, AR

Paul Carroll, The Woodlands, TX
Andrew Carver, Muscatine, IA

Brett Cornelius, Brentwood, TN
Herb Cosons, DePere, WI

Thomas Dewitt, Fresno, CA
Mark Doutt, San Jose, CA
Shawn Durelle, Peoria, AZ 
Jim Eckford, Ridgeland, MS

Oliver Falkenhagen, Nordhorn, Germany
David Fargon, Pasadena, CA

Andrew Fleming, Friday Harbor, WA
Alan Fudge, Atin, TX

Anthony Green, Roanoke Rapids, NC
Artem Grush, Boston, MA
Ted Hackl, San Angelo, TX

Kyle Hamel, Gilbert, AZ
Holton Hancock, Baton Rouge, LA

Dean Heimermann, Chilton, WI
Jeffrey Holland, Forest City, IA

Todd Hurlbut, Mill Valley, CA
Mark Hutton, Hindsville, AR

Christopher Jaggers, Andover, KS
Thomas Johnson, Phoenix, AZ

Michael Kalb, Wilton Manors, FL
Soeren Klein, Wandlitz, Germany

Jordan Klute, Lincoln, NE
Sean Kolloff, Boston, MA

Stephen Kuczynski Scottsdale, AZ
Ben Lakin, London, GB

Karel Landman, Cape Town, South Africa
Frank Lenzi, Cambridge, CA ON

Thomas Logan, Alamo, CA
Lionel Marquez, Homestead, FL

David Marsh, Victor, NY
Keith Martinich, Glen Burnie, MD

Obie McCarty, St Augtine, FL
James McDiarmid, Callington, Cornwall, GB

Mark Mitchell, San Dimas, CA

David Mitchell, Blaine, MN
Daniel Neal, Tijeras, NM

Evan Nelson, Eau Claire, WI
Scott Noll, Nephi, UT

Eric Nyman, Fontana, WI
Leonard Patton, Billings, MT

Mitchell Ponsford, Boerne, TX
David Powers, Rancho Cucamonga, CA

Joe Provenza, Bossier, LA
Don Riep, Edmonton, Alberta, CA

Josh Rogers, Statesboro, GA
Daryl Sakol, Orlando, FL

Jim Samuelson, Mesa, AZ
Layne Schlemmer, Flower Mound, TX

Larry Smith, Pleasant Hill, IA
Rob Stallings, Enid, OK 

Adam Stoughton, Murrieta, OH
Adam Swanson, Tucson, AZ

Michael Thesman, Incline Village, NV
Brad Thomas, Richardson, TX

Luke Tipple, Oceanside, CA
James Yukevich, Los Angeles, CA

*As of Nov. 4, 2020

Edward Angel
Jay Asdell
Tom Ball

Dave Bennett
Stephen Bobko-Hillenaar

Michael Boyer
Rick Bryan
Joe Casey

Manuel Casiano
Rick Converse

Ed Cooper
Manuel David
Mark Donnelly
Mark Doutt

Todd Duellman
Ronen Elefant

Jack Finch
Andrew Fleming

Roger Florkiewicz
Eugene Fraser

Dr. Klaus Gerecht
Donald Goldberg

S. John Granmayeh
Carl Griffith

Brandon Hansen
Shea Hensley
Paul Himes
John Huss
David Irvine

Christopher Jaggers
Charles Jones

Friedrich K√∂ster
Jim Kelly

Soeren Klein
Edouard Kohler

Chris Krein
Donald Kukla

Lester J. Kyle, Jr
William (Bill) Laxson

Brandon Lewis
Jack Lohmann
Robert Luhrs

Edmund (Ned) Markey III
Carl McQuillen
David McVinnie
Michael Megler
Angel Mulkay
Mark Nielsen

Ryan Oltman
Tony Overfield

Todd Raabe
David Randall

Tim Ray
Paul Rekieta
P. N. Risser
Victor Rivas

Richard Rogers
Joey Sager

Douglas Scheid
Herbert Schiffer
Jeff Schweitzer

Brian Scott
Derek Shires

Jeffrey Storey
Bill Sutherland

Barry Taft
Dennis Thakor
Terry Theken

Carl Thompson
Mark van Berkel

Matt Vitale
Dan Vivoli

Lifetime Members
Thank you for your support of MMOPA and its mission of safety, advocacy & community.
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Flightline Group Inc.

You Expect More. We Deliver More.
SALES  |  SERVICE  |  PARTS  |  AVIONICS

Take a Look at the New M600SLS
Introducing the HALO Safety System
Taking Peace of Mind to a Whole New Flight Level

The new HALO™ Safety System recalibrates the scale of safety by incorporating innovative technology designed to 
enhance situational awareness while also providing autonomous safety features that can engage automatically or 
manually if ever needed. Incorporated as a standard feature on all new M600SLS aircraft, HALO includes the most 

Contact us to Order Yours Today
877.359.7473

  Garmin Autoland: If necessary, HALO takes over 
the controls and guides the aircraft to the nearest 
runway for a precision landing.

  Automatic Level Mode: Returns the aircraft to a 
wings-level attitude with zero vertical speed at the 
push of a button.

  Autothrottle: The M600SLS includes a fully 
integrated, standalone auto throttle, reducing 
pilot workload. The single-lever autothrottle 
automatically adjusts the aircraft’s power settings 

to the landing approach.
  SurfaceWatch: Clear visual and aural cues 

direct you to the correct runway on takeoff and 
approach. 

  Hypoxia Recognition System with Automatic Descent 
Mode: Monitors pilot interaction when autopilot is 
engaged at cabin altitudes above 14,900 feet. If needed, 
the system brings the aircraft to a lower altitude to 
allow recovery from hypoxia.

  SafeTaxi: A highly detailed, georeferenced airport map 

shows an overlaid map of hold short lines.
   Syncs with SafeTaxi maps to display 

all ADS-B equipped aircraft and ground vehicles for 
increased situational awareness.

  Flight Stream 510: A wireless gateway that streamlines 

mobile device from the G3000 avionics system.



MMOPA Member Guide
Malibu M-Class Owners & Pilots Association
13863 Sunset Bay Blvd. 
Rogers, AR 72756  
www.mmopa.com 
mmopasafety.org

MMOPA Executive Director 
Dianne White 
dwhite@mmopa.com

The Malibu M-Class (MMOPA) is a not-for-profit 
organization dedicated to the interests and safety of 
owners and pilots worldwide who fly PA46 derivative 
(Malibu, Mirage, Meridian, JetPROP, Matrix, M350, M500 
& M600) aircraft. MMOPA was founded in 1988, and now 
serves nearly 1,000 members. MMOPA is not affiliated with 
the Piper Aircraft, Inc., of any other manufacturer/vendor.

Membership is available to any registered or 
prospective owner and/or operator of qualified aircraft 
or any qualifying individual or organization involved with 
or providing a service for the PA46 family of aircraft. 
Dues are $275 of which $60 is applied toward your 
subscription to MMOPA Magazine. Members also have 
access to the MMOPA members website and forums, 
Jeppesen subscription discounts, and eligibility to attend 
MMOPA events and activities (additional fees may apply to 
some events).

Member-Only Benefits & Services

MMOPA ONLINE FORUMS: One of the most active online 
forums in general aviation, the MMOPA forums has dozens 
of messages posted each day. It is the ideal place to discuss 
ownership, safety, operational and maintenance topics, 
absorb information or get any question answered.

MMOPA HOTLINE: Members have access to experts to 
answer questions regarding airframe/engine, avionics, legal 
issues and general membership.

MMOPA LIBRARY: The MMOPA website has an in-depth 
library with a variety of maintenance instructions and  
best practice documents, checklists, POH’s and guides.  
In addition, there are training and safety content, 
Service Bulletin information and back issues of 
MMOPA Magazine. New resources are continually  
added and updated.

ANNUAL CONVENTION: Each year, PA46 pilots and 
enthusiasts gather for a four-day event featuring seminars, 
vendor trade show and social activities. The convention is 
open to MMOPA members and nonmembers.

MMOPA SAFETY & EDUCATION FOUNDATION: A 501(c)(3) 
charitable entity, the Foundation is an independent entity 
that is dedicated to engaging with MMOPA members to 
help them operate their PA46 aircraft in the safest possible 
manner. The foundation’s sole purpose is to promote, 
support and fund safety initiatives, programming, resources 
and tools. In addition, it may include direct vouchers to 
MMOPA members who attend qualifying training programs.

GARMIN ONEPAK/PILOT DISCOUNT: A MMOPA-exclusive 
program. Members receive discounts on OnePak U.S. & 
Americas Standard + FlightCharts, and Garmin Pilot & Pilot 
U.S. Premium. 

JEPPESEN SUBSCRIPTION DISCOUNT: Members receive 
a 20% discount off annual data subscription and 50% 
off Trip Kits for electronic charts outside your standard 
geographic region for 28 days. Also 10% off training and 
pilot supplies.

MMOPA Training Directory: MMOPA Vendor Members 
who have represented that they offer type-specific initial and 
recurrent PA46 training with an insurance-approved syllabus.

MARKETPLACE: Members and vendors can list aircraft, 
parts, services and other aviation related items for sale in 
this online listing service. 
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They organized the gift bags, helped secure sponsors, 
and ran the online charity auction. Bill Jr. was essential 
as technical support during the live-stream production in 
Vero Beach. Thank you all!

Virtual S&EF Auction
During the virtual convention, a virtual auction raised 

nearly $40,000 for scholarships and help pay for safety 
programming produced for the membership. The auction 
featured some super-cool items, such as custom luggage 
from Piper, a VIP tour of Warner Brothers studio, and tech 
gear from Garmin. Thank you to all who donated products 
and bid on the items. 

By the way, did you catch the interview with our 
scholarship winners Carly and Delante, during MMOPA 
2020 LIVE? If not, it is definitely worth the time to watch. 
Because of your generosity and support, we are helping 
these two deserving students pursue their dreams.

MMOPA Magazine Safety Annual
This issue of the magazine is our annual scorecard 

regarding the PA46 safety record and stats. While we’ve 
made strides, there is still much work to do to bring our 
accident rate down. It’s been a tough year in regard to 
accidents, incidents, and fatalities. As a result, the Board is 
examining ways in which we can develop more tools and 
support to help reach new PA46 owners to better educate 
and prepare them for flying this aircraft. While most all of 
us would agree the aircraft is not particularly challenging 
to fly safely and consistently, it does require specific 
knowledge and training. 

I read a quote in a recent article that has stuck with me:

“Even when pilot error seems 
obviously to blame, citing it as 
the root cause can obscure  
what needs to be fixed. If you say a 
crash was caused by pilot error the 
solution seems very easy indeed: don’t 
make that error. And yet that error 
happens again and again. Why?”

As it relates to runway incidents, LOC accidents, and 
weather-related fatalities, pilot error is the easy catch-all. 
And it’s a disservice to our entire community. We need to 
fix the recurring issues and unearth the true root causes 
that plague our pilot population. 

Stay hungry for safety. 

C o n t i n u e d  f r o m  p a g e  3

Serox Aviation  Oxygen 
Systems

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S NOTE

Aerox Aviation Oxygen Sys-
tems

Quarter Page 4/C Ad

23

McVinnie Aviation
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Congratulations to the 2020  
Master Aviator Honorees!

At this year’s MMOPA 2020 LIVE virtual convention, the MMOPA Safety Committee honored members 
who rose to the challenge and attained a level of the Master Aviator program. Each of these members were 
recognized for the dedication to improving their proficiency and skills and for going above and beyond to 
become safer PA46 pilots.

To recognize their achievements, each member received a custom-designed lapel pin and a frame-able 
certificate. We congratulate these members and encourage everyone to reach for the wings.

Stuart Bernstein
Stuart Bloom
William Gogel

Ken Guliker
William Helfand
John Huss

Charles “Chase” Key
Robert Luhrs
Saidapet Vishnuraman

      AVIATOR

     
 SAFETY
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Ferenc Csatlos
Michael Frank
Khalil Karim

Jay Asdell
Lance Boxer
Manuel Casiano

Joel Mack
Suraj Nagaraj
Michael Reed

Dave Bennett
George Brome
Jerry Hinshaw

     SENIOR AVIATOR

     MASTER AVIATOR

      AVIATOR
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David McVinnie
Kern Mollet
Todd Raabe

Ron Johnson
Gary Kearney
Donald Kukla

Tim Ray
Steve Taylor
Jene Tebeaux

Deanna Wallace
John Walters

      MASTER AVIATOR

          MASTER AVIATOR

C O N T I N U E D

R E T E N T I O N

George Boras
Joe Casey
Rick Converse
Hank Gibson
Don Green

Kevin Jennings
Bill Laxson
William Mitchener
David Purvis

Victor Rivas
Brad Stratton
Nathan Tart
Thomas Thomason

     

 SAFETY
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Columbia Aircraft Sales, Inc.
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 SAFETY

Certainly, a year like no other. 
COVID is affecting everyone’s 
flying depending on how 

aviation interfaces with your 
lifestyle/business. I haven’t been 
on an airliner in a long time. But 
fortunately, many of my clients have 
been able to travel to me. We’ve 
adapted in a society where Zoom 
was a relatively unknown term at the 
beginning of 2020.

As we look back, I should emphasis 
my data is obtained from publicly 
available sources with all the 
factual reliability of the Internet. 
I do research information from 
sources outside the FAA datasets so 
my numbers may vary depending 
on where you look. I constantly 
update the information as new data 
is received. Hours are based on an 
estimated 150 hours per airframe 
in the flying fleet. It’s not perfect, 
but I’ve been told by knowledgeable 
statisticians that it’s a reasonable 
approach. Events usually have 
multiple causes and may be listed 
under weather, stall-spin, engine 
failure, etc. 

A nose gear collapse can be 
mechanically induced or caused by 
pilot technique.  A simple gear up or 
gear collapse is normally classified 
as an incident but can be an accident 
if there is structural damage. In a 
recent event, an off-airport, gear-up 
landing with a subsequent fire and 
injuries was classified as an incident. 
It will probably be reclassified as an 
accident. But for the time being, it is 
statistically what it is.

Unfortunately, our accident/
incident activity hasn’t slowed. 

Crunch Time:  
PA46 Safety by the Numbers

by David McVinnie
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 SAFETY
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 SAFETY
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I recorded a total of 18 events in 
2019 and in 2020, we’re already at 
18 with a full quarter to go. Our 
two fatal accidents both had a stall/
spin element, which validates the 
importance of the MMOPA recent 
Safety Stand Downs.

The good news is the overall trends 
are improving. The 5-year analysis 
(2016-2020), with the exception of 
fuel/fuel management, improved over 
the previous block (2011-2015).

We’re still dealing with small 
numbers and a single event raises our 
estimated “rate per 100,000 hours” 
a third of a point. General aviation 
numbers are delayed for 18-24 
months so the real time estimates are 
projections of the current data.

There were three piston engine 
failures. One was mechanical, the 
others may have been fuel related. 
There were also three turbine 
failures. One, possibly two, could 
be maintenance related and the 
other(s) are unknown at this time. 
A fourth turbine incident occurred 
during takeoff off a grass field but it’s 

 SAFETY
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unclear whether there is a mechanical 
element or if it was pilot induced.

Landing gear issues continue 
to impact the fleet, including 
the M600. Piper updated the tire 
pressure guidance and also issued a 
recurring Maintenance Alert, SL1286, 
recapping previous service letters and 
emphasizing the nose gear checks/
alignments.

The latest FAA Safety Blast 
referenced post maintenance return 
to service practices.

“The General Aviation Joint 
Steering Committee (GAJSC) and the 
National Transportation Safety Board 
(NTSB) have determined that a 
significant number of general 
aviation fatalities could be avoided if 
pilots were to conduct more thorough 
preflight inspections of aircraft that 
have just been returned to service. 
In-flight emergencies have been 
the direct result of maintenance 
personnel who have serviced or 
installed systems incorrectly. In many 
cases, although the maintenance 
personnel made the initial mistake, 

the pilot could have prevented the 
accident by performing a thorough or 
advanced preflight check. 

It seems that there is always a delay 
when picking up a new aircraft or one 
from maintenance. The emotional 
desire to get it in the air and get home 
may compromise our expectations 
and we may rush to depart. 
Fight the urge.

The MMOPA online Resources 
section contains airframe specific 
Return to Service Guides. They 
are lengthy, but thorough. 
Consider reviewing them in detail 
before receiving an aircraft from 
maintenance. Not a bad reference for 
a pre-buy test flight either.

So far this year we’ve skirted icing 
related incidents, but the ICE MAN 
Cometh. Family get-togethers will be 
limited this year, but if you plan to 
travel for the holidays, give your ships 
another once-over and recheck your 
anti-ice and deice systems. There 
are some marvelous new 3D icing 
tools in ForeFlight and they’re fun to 
play with.

Happiness is 2020 in the 
rear-view mirror.

A shout out to all who  
participated in the “virtual” 
convention and congratulations  
to all the Master Aviators.

Hoping for more fun 
in 2021! 

Dave McVinnie is 
a  25-year Master  
Flight Instructor, 
a 2020 MMOPA 
Master Aviator, 
an FAAST Rep-
resen-tative and 
a Designated Pi-

lot Examiner with more than 12,000 
hours and 35-years of instructional 
experience. The FAA selected him 
as CFI of the Year in 1995, 2009 & 
2014. Dave currently serves on the 
MMOPA Safety Committee and has 
specialized in the PA46 for the past 
20-years. McVinnie Aviation offers 
insurance accepted initial and re-
current training, including initial in-
strument training. For more info, go 
to McVinnieAviation.com

 SAFETY
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and fatal accident rates for 2017 continued its downward 
trend finishing with a total accident rate of 4.81 per 
100,000 hours, and a fatal accident rate of 0.76 per 100,000 
hours. Although 2018 saw an increase in total accidents, 
the good news is that the overall total and fatal accident 
rates continued its downward trend, finishing with a total 
accident rate of 4.56 per 100,000 hours and a fatal accident 
rate of 0.74 per 100,000 hours.

Looking at the 2019 preliminary data, the total accidents 
decreased from the year before. There were 178 fatal 
accidents in 2019.

While the downward trend in accidents is good, GA 
still has work to do to reduce accidents. The fact that so 
many accidents occur in day VMC and highly capable 
aircraft (many with redundant or backup systems) means 
that too many in our pilot population are lacking in their 
proficiency, knowledge, judgment, and/or experience. 

You can review the Nall Reports as well as current 
accident data by going to: 

https://www.aopa.org/training-and-safety/air-safety- 
institute/accident-analysis/joseph-t-nall-report  

 SAFETY

The AOPA Air Safety Institute’s Joseph T. Nall Report 
analyzes general aviation accidents in U.S. 
National Airspace and on flights departing from 

or returning to the United States or its territories or 
possessions. The report covers airplanes with a maximum 
rated gross takeoff weight of 12,500 pounds or less and 
helicopters of all sizes. Collectively, these types of aircraft 
account for 99 percent of GA flight activity. Other 
categories are excluded, including gliders, weight-shift 
control aircraft, powered parachutes, gyrocopters, UAS, 
and lighter-than-air crafts of all types.

Because it typically takes the NTSB two years to issue 
a probable cause statement, the most recent Nall Reports 
(29th and 30th) covers accidents in 2017 and 2018. The Air 
Safety Institute now offers a new web platform that 
includes near-real-time data on a rolling 30-day cycle. You 
can now select and compare accident analysis graphs for 
multiple years from 2008 up through 2020.

The 29th and 30th Nall Reports note a continued 
decrease in overall accident rates. The year 2017 saw a 
decrease in total accidents from 2016. The overall total 

The Bigger Picture:  
Nall Report Tracks GA Accidents
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one with fatalities; I’ll discuss those in next year’s 
Safety Review.

Before discussing the current accidents, a few brief com-
ments on a prior accident that I’ve talked about previously 
– the 1984 Malibu that crashed in the English Channel in 
which two men died. This was a night VFR flight in highly 
questionable weather. The pilot deviated and descended 
multiple times to avoid weather, and finally, the plane hit 
the water inverted in a 13,000 fpm descent at about 220 kts. 
The passenger’s body was eventually located by a submers-
ible; the pilot’s body was not found. Early this year, the 
British equivalent of our NTSB released its final 127-page 
report. For me, the most interesting finding was the pas-
senger’s toxicology report.

Carbon Monoxide (CO) is dangerous because it binds to 
the hemoglobin in our blood 200 times more strongly than 
oxygen, and it is odorless and invisible. Once the carbon 
monoxide attaches to hemoglobin, it blocks carrying 
oxygen to our cells and blocks removing carbon dioxide 

 SAFETY

In so many ways, this year of 2020 has been different. 
Because of the COVID pandemic, many PA46 pilots (but 
not all!) are flying less this year. In late September, we 

held a virtual convention, which was a great success despite 
being different from anything MMOPA has done before. 
Member participation has continued enthusiastically high 
in the second year of the Master Aviator Program, which I 
truly believe will help improve our safety record. We heard 
some excellent speakers at our Virtual Convention, both 
live and recorded. On Friday of the Convention, I presented 
our annual Safety Review. In this article, I’ll review our 
record over the past year. (My full Safety Review for 2020 
is available for viewing on the MMOPA 2020 Live replay 
web page.) 

Between the Amelia Island Convention in May 2019 
and August 2020, we had 11 accidents (as the FAA defines 
an “accident”) – two with fatalities and nine others. 
(See Figure 1.) Unfortunately, in the week before our  
virtual Convention, we had two additional accidents, 

MMOPA Safety Brief:  
The Year in Review

by Manny Casiano, Past MMOPA President

Figure 1

Locations of accidents between  
May 2019 and August 2020.
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from the cells. The progressive signs of carbon monox-
ide poisoning begin with headache and can progress to 
coma, depending on what percentage of your hemoglobin 
is blocked. Non-smokers have <3% of their hemoglobin 
blocked, while heavy smokers can have up to 9% blocked. 
At levels over 50%, a pilot would be unconscious and near 
death. The passenger’s body had a 58% carbon monoxide 
level and was almost certainly comatose at the time of the 
crash. There’s no way to tell what the pilot’s level was but 
sharing the cabin would mean he was certainly impaired 
(at the least), and his final flight path would support that.

In theory, there are many ways carbon monoxide can 
enter a small plane cabin. In practice, especially in our 
tightly sealed cabins, there’s only one likely route – via an 
exhaust leak into the heater muff around the tailpipe, par-
ticularly if flying unpressurized. In a 2009 NTSB review 
of CO accidents, they found 62 accidents definitely due to 
CO poisoning, and another 400 probably due to CO. All 
were piston planes, the vast majority single-engine with 
over 1,000 hours on the engine. NTSB recommended that 
the FAA mandate CO detectors in all single-engine piston 
planes; the FAA rejected that recommendation, saying 
normal inspection procedures should be good enough 
(with which I personally disagree). In 2017 the NTSB again 
recommended CO detectors; again, the FAA refused. 
At that point, the NTSB released a Safety Alert to pilots 
(Figure 2), which is worth reading. The bottom line is all 
piston planes should have an onboard active CO detector/

alarm; these are available for 
less than $100. I strongly agree 
with this recommendation.

Accidents  
Described

I’ll briefly review our acci-
dents since last fall, and then I’ll 
try to put this year into context. 
Please note that none of these 
recent accidents have final 
NTSB investigation reports 
available, and most have only 
minimal information currently, 
so there is some speculation 
involved. I’ll begin with the two 
fatal accidents.

We had a JetPROP break up 
in convection in June 2019 en 
route from Florida to Maryland. 
The pilot and a pilot-friend, 
along with their wives and dogs, 
were onboard. The owner-pilot 

was not instrument-rated and was a low-time pilot (312 
hours total time); the passenger-pilot had over 1,000 hours 
but had no instrument time or approaches during the prior 
year. The plane was on an IFR flight plan at FL270.

Over North Carolina, the pilot told ATC he was seeing 
weather ahead on his radar and requested a deviation. He 
was cleared to Franklin VOR, which is the deviation you 
see in Figure 3. Shortly thereafter, the plane climbed a 
few hundred feet, and then entered a rapidly descending 
right turn, with no more communication. The purple star 

Figure 2

Figure 3
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in Figure 4 shows the crash site, in an area of 
thunderstorms and heavy precip. The fuselage 
was found inverted and crushed in thick forest; 
the wings and part of the elevator were found 
a mile and a half away; much of the tail section 
was never found. There were no survivors.

The obvious lesson here is penetrating 
thunderstorms is a terrible gamble. Joe Casey’s 
sobering talk on convection at the virtual 
Safety Stand Down this past summer also 

emphasizes the need to give thunderstorms a wide berth. 
(That presentation is in the Resources section of the 
website, and you should watch it.) The bottom line is these 
people did not need to die. Better weather judgment and 
decision making, along with some currency and high-per-
formance experience, should have saved them.

The second fatal accident during this period was an 
‘84 Malibu, equipped with XM NEXRAD, but no active 
radar. Three people were headed from South Carolina to 
Alabama, a 600-mile business trip, on an IFR flight plan 
(Figure 5). The flight was cruising at 6,000 feet westbound. 
About 45 minutes after departure, the controller told the 
pilot he’d have to deviate either north or south around 
Atlanta since he couldn’t authorize a route over Atlanta. 

Figure 4

Figure 5

The pilot elected north, and the controller gave him two 
fixes for the north deviation (Figure 6). 

Let me just quote the NTSB preliminary report, in con-
junction with Figure 7: 

About 1629, the controller advised the pilot there was 
a gap in the line of weather in about 8 miles with light 
precipitation, that he would turn him north to get through 
it, and once north of the weather the pilot could proceed on 
course. About 1630, the controller instructed the pilot to fly 
a heading of 300 degrees. The pilot acknowledged, then a 
few seconds later advised that heading was directly toward a 
convective cell that was “pretty big.” The controller explained 
that he would be keeping him south of the heavy precipita-
tion and turning him north through the line where there was 
currently about 3 miles of light precipitation. The pilot then 
stated that the area seemed to be closing in fast. The control-
ler acknowledged and advised him that alternatively, he 
would need to fly south around Atlanta, and the pilot then 
stated that he would turn right. The controller advised the 
pilot to fly a 300 degrees heading that would keep the air-
plane out of the moderate precipitation. The pilot stated, “I 
thought I was gonna shoot this gap here, I got a gap I can go 
straight through.” The controller acknowledged and advised 
that was fine if it looked good to him, but that he showed 
moderate precipitation starting in about 1 mile extending for 

Figure 6

Figure 7
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about 4 miles northbound; the pilot acknowledged. About 
1633 the controller asked the pilot what his flight conditions 
were, the pilot responded, “rain three six eight.” There were 
no further transmissions from the pilot.

The plane hit the ground in the woods of a residential 
area and partially burned. The three men on board died. 

There are several important lessons here for all of us:
1. Active radar is necessary for tactical convective pen-

etration (if you’re going to do that at all). Personally, 
I avoid convection. But if you have active onboard 
radar, and KNOW HOW TO USE IT in these con-
ditions, a tactical approach might fit  
your risk tolerance.

2. Controllers can be helpful, but I wouldn’t rely on 
them to guide me thru convection, any more than 
I’d trust NEXRAD upload datalink.

3. You always have choices, even when ATC says you 
can’t cross over Atlanta. This is particularly impor-
tant – you should never allow yourself to be put in a 
dangerous situation. Find another option and deci-
sively go for that alternative. In this particular case, 
the airport circled in Figure 7, about 20 miles from 
the crash site, away from the convection, is Coving-
ton. At the time of the crash, the weather there was 
relatively decent (BKN 1800, with multiple instru-
ment approaches), and would have been a reason-
able place to wait out the thunderstorms. Don’t ever 
feel you have no option but to fly into convection.

Non-Fatal Accidents
In July 2019 there was another needless accident. 

There were serious injuries, but fortunately, no one died. 
A Malibu with four persons on board was flying from 
Ohio to Rhode Island in clear weather. Over New York, 
the pilot informed ATC he was low on fuel and changed 
his destination to Poughkeepsie. For reasons that are not 
clear to me, given his fuel situation and VFR conditions, 
the pilot overflew Poughkeepsie at 11,700 feet, flying east 
(Figure 8). Seven miles east of the field, still descending, 
the pilot turned back to the airport. You can see multiple 
other airports near where he turned around back into the 
westerly wind. I don’t have a final report, or all the facts, 
but one wonders whether he could have landed at one of 
those other airports, or better, just spiraled down over 
Poughkeepsie. The plane ran out of fuel and crashed three-
quarters of a mile short of the field (Figure 9). Help was 
on the scene within 9 minutes; 3 occupants were seriously 
injured; one passenger had minor injuries.

Early in our virtual Convention, Charlie Precourt gave 
an outstanding talk on lessons from space travel brought 
to flying our planes. One of the topics he covered was 
“normalization of deviance,” a concept first used during 
the Challenger crash investigation. It means that people 

Figure 9

Figure 8

break established rules or limits, and repeatedly get away 
with it, leading to accepting that deviation as “normal.” A 
clear example could be driving routinely at 10 mph over 
the speed limit; exceeding the speed limit has become 
“normal” practice. Flying our planes “a little” over gross 
is another example – especially as we stretch “a little over” 
more and more. 

Last summer, a 2000 Mirage demonstrated an extreme 
example of normalization of deviance. The pilot attempted 

Figure 10
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a take-off with full fuel and 6 passengers (yes – 7 people 
on board, with one sitting on the floor next to the door) in 
Tennessee. This was a low-time pilot (340 hours PIC) with 
only 3 hours in type. When the plane wouldn’t lift off, he 
aborted and ran off the runway; fortunately, there were 
no injuries. We should each examine our flying practices; 
many of us have normalized deviations from proper SOP.

R.C. Avionics

We had a couple of engine power loss accidents; one 
on approach was handled excellently. This was a 1984 
Malibu on an IFR flight plan approaching Harrisburg PA 
on a VFR day. The pilot was tracking the ILS 31 inbound, 
dropped the gear and first notch of flaps, and his engine 
died. He ditched the plane in shallow water in the 
Susquehanna River (Figures 11 & 12); he and his passenger  

Figure 12Figure 11
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exited the plane with only minor injuries. We don’t yet 
know what caused the power loss, but the pilot did an 
excellent job of handling this low-altitude engine failure.

Another emergency handled well was a Mirage in Texas 
on a local VFR flight. During the climb, the pilot heard a 
“metal on metal” sound that subsided. During his descent, 
smoke started filling the cabin. The pilot suspected an 
electrical fire; he disconnected the autopilot, lowered the 
gear, turned the battery master off, dumped cabin pressure, 
and pulled the hydraulic pump circuit breaker just in case. 
He looked for the closest airport, but the smoke thickened, 
and he decided on an emergency off-field landing. There 
weren’t great landing choices, and eventually, he landed 
on a road next to a field. The right wing struck a sign and 
spun the plane sideways (Figure 13). Neither the pilot 
nor his passenger was injured. Again, kudos for handling 
an emergency well. Examination of the plane revealed a 
burned section of the pilot-side avionics cooling fan circuit 
board, which accounted for the smoke.

We have yet another example of handling a mechanical 
failure well. A 1989 Mirage was flying from Idaho to Cali-
fornia. As he approached his destination, his gear wouldn’t 
extend. After some unsuccessful troubleshooting, he wisely 
decided to head to an airport with longer runways and 
better emergency services, San Jose. You can see the flight 
path here (Figure 14). He tried multiple ways to extend the 
gear, without success (including removing floorboards to 
try to access the gear release valve). He then circled near 
San Jose for a while to burn off some fuel and then execut-
ed a gear-up landing.

He did flare a bit high, causing significant damage to the 
plane, but there were no injuries to any of the four people 
on the plane. “Any landing you can walk away from …”

We also had two M600’s and lose directional control 
on landing and run off the right side of the runways, 

Figure 13

one with a significant crosswind and the other with a 
minimal crosswind. Causes are unknown. Also, we had 
a Mirage suffer a nosewheel collapse after an apparently 
normal landing.

So in summary, since our 2019 Convention, we’ve had:

• 2 fatals: convection penetration

• 2 engine loss of power → successful ditching 

• 2 M600 loss of directional control on landing 

• 1 gear malfunction → gear-up landing

• 1 nose gear collapse on landing

• 1 fuel exhaustion

• 1 freak electrical fire, well handled

• 1 grossly overloaded takeoff attempt

Take-Away Lessons
The fatal accidents reinforce the need to respect convec-

tion. Don’t think you can use NEXRAD or ADS-B tacti-
cally. If you’re going to make tactical convection decisions 
with your onboard radar, make sure you really know how 
to use it.

We also need to respect landings, the phase of flight that 
bites a lot of us. Make sure your tire pressures are adequate 
on every flight. Get your Master Aviator recognition by 
doing a tailwheel endorsement, which should make you 
a better pilot during landings. And related, practice your 
engine-outs. That practice will also come in handy if your 
engine quits, or if you get smoke in the cockpit.

Fly your plane all the way to a stop, on or off-airport. 
We have a strong fuselage that can take a lot as long as you 
don’t hit something completely unyielding (like the side 
of a mountain). And finally, don’t do dumb stuff like run 
out of fuel or grossly overload your plane (unless you’re an 
experienced ferry pilot on a ferry permit).

Figure 14
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To put all this in context, our current 
fleet (thanks to Dave McVinnie) is shown 
in Figure 15.

Figure 16 shows our annual accidents 
and trends. Specifically, you can see since 
2017 we’ve reversed the prior constant 
growth in overall accidents (aqua line). 
We’ve significantly cut the accidents per 
flying airframe (which I use since the 
FAA doesn’t keep flying hours for our GA 
airframe) - this slow decline is a bit better 
than that seen throughout general avia-
tion, from the latest Nall Report.

Looking just at fatal accidents (Figure 
17 red line) from 1992 to the present, by 
calendar year, you can see that we’d kept 
fatals down to just one a year for three 

years but jumped up to four in 2019. 
We now have two so far in the calen-
dar year 2020. The fatal accident rate 
per 100 flying aircraft is the orange 
line, with the sharply decreasing 
trend line. That decreasing trend line 
occurs despite 2014 and 2015, which 
were terrible years. Thankfully, we’ve 
done better the past five years. So, 
despite the four fatal accidents in 
2019, we shouldn’t lose sight of the 
fact that we’ve reduced our fatal acci-
dent rate by more than 75% since the 
early days of the PA46, and our fatal 
accident trend line is going down 
faster than GA as a whole. 

In summary, always remember 
that WE are the weak link in avia-
tion; about 65% of PA46 accidents are 
due to pilot error or poor pilot judg-
ment. Use the MMOPA FRAT tool 
for pre-flight risk assessment; train 
frequently and well; err on the side of 
caution in your decisions. 

Let’s hope that next year we’ll be 
able to gather again in person for 
Convention. Until then, please be 
safe and accident-free during the 
winter and spring! 

 

Figure 15

Figure 17

Figure 16
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The Mysterious MOR

On April 23rd, 2020, a Pilatus  
PC-12 flew from the Dallas/
Fort Worth International Airport 
(DFW) on an eastbound flight. 
During climb-out, the pilot reported 
engine troubles and asked for ATC 
assistance. He wisely chose to 
divert and ultimately selected the 
Mesquite Airport (HQZ) as the 
PC-12 was losing altitude quickly and 
he felt that a return to DFW was not 
possible. The pilot attempted a land-
ing at KHQZ but was unable to glide 
to the runway. He landed short of the 
runway in a field. The resulting crash 
severely damaged the aircraft, caus-
ing an aircraft fire and wing separa-
tion from the fuselage. Fortunately, 
no one on board the aircraft was 
fatally injured, but the pilot (the lone 
occupant) suffered serious injuries.

Why is this accident important 
for study for those in the PA46 
community? Well, the PC-12 is a 
single-engine turbine airplane that 
is frequently flown by owner-pilots. 
And, I believe this accident was the 
result of a “power roll-back.” The tur-
bine versions of the PA46 have nearly 
identical engine systems as the PC-12 

when managing a power roll-back. 
Let’s break it down…

I believe the power roll-back in a 
PT6 to be the most probable loss-
of-engine-power malfunction that 
a pilot can experience in a P46T 
(M600, M500, Meridian, JetPROP). 
I plan to pose this question at the 
next MMOPA Convention: “How 
many have experienced a non-fuel 
starvation-related engine failure in a 
PT6-powered PA46?” 

I bet we get few, if any, raised 
hands. But, if I asked, “How many 
have experienced a roll-back of power 
in a PT6-powered PA46,” I bet I get 
more raised hands. 

Simply put, the potential of a pow-
er roll-back in PT6 is greater than an 
engine failure. Yes, there have been 
PT6 engine failures in the PA46 fleet, 
but they are very few and far between 
and almost always related to fuel star-
vation. Once you start the PT6, you 
nearly have to run it out of fuel to get 
it to stop. The reliability of the PT6 is 
spectacular, but problems can occur. 
The power roll-back is the primary 
culprit in a PT6 loss of power.

In the PT6, when the pilot  
moves the power lever, she controls  

compressed air, not fuel. It is a misno-
mer that the power lever controls fuel. 
The power lever controls air, which 
then controls fuel.

Why did Pratt & Whitney  
Canada choose this sort of fuel 
management arrangement?

P&WC knew two problems would 
have to be addressed to keep a PT6 
running smoothly in the hands of 
a well-intentioned, but ham-fisted 
pilot. Those two problems are an 
engine flame-out and a compressor 
stall. To solve those two problems, 
P&WC designed the fuel control in a 
PT6 to be managed with compressed 
air from the Ng compressor. 

Flame Out…
Think of your PT6 as the most 

expensive barbecue pit you’ve ever 
owned or will ever own. With the 
gas-fired BBQ pit on your back porch, 
you have a fuel source (usually pro-
pane) and burners within the pit. You 
turn on the propane and then ignite 
the propane with an ignitor. A flame 
initiates and is then self-sustained 
as long as fuel is supplied smoothly 
and consistently. 

But, if there were a break in the 
stream of fuel, or If you were to turn 

by Joe Casey
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off the propane, the BBQ pit would 
have a “flame out” and the fire will 
stop. If the flow of fuel were then 
again turned on, you’d then have raw 
fuel being pumped into the combus-
tion area. But with no flame or spark, 
the fuel would not ignite.

The same thing happens in the 
PT6. We send jet fuel to the combus-
tion chamber of the PT6 under high 
pressure (800+ PSI) through the fuel 
nozzles, ignite the fuel with the ignit-
ers, and then sustain the flame in the 
combustion chamber with a steady 
flow of fuel. It works great, as long as 
there is a steady flow of fuel.

But, what would happen if P&WC 
gave the ham-fisted pilot direct con-
trol of the fuel? If that pilot were to 
pull back the power quickly, the flow 
of fuel to the combustion chamber 
could be slowed too quickly and a 
flame-out could occur. When you 
hear “flame-out,” you should think 
“engine failure,” and that is not a 
good thing. So, P&WC solved the 
problem of a flame-out in two ways…
igniters and managing the fuel con-
trol with air from the Ng compressor.

The PT6 engine has igniters that 
will spark if the igniter switch is in 
the correct position. The correct 
position for the igniters is “ON” for 
takeoff, landing, and when flying 
in precipitation. The igniters will 
provide a steady clicking of sparks 
whenever the igniters are turned ON. 
When in flight, if the igniters are 
not in the ON position, the igniters 
should be placed in the AUTO posi-
tion, which will provide sparks if the 
power in the PT6 is reduced to low 
torque settings. There are two igniters 
in the PT6 engine, so the system is 
quite robust.

The other way that P&WC safe-
guard their engine from a flame-out 
is by having the power lever manage 
the fuel with compressed air.

P3 Air From the Engine…
“P3 Air” is a term that is applied 

to air that has been through both the 
various stages of axial compression 

and through the centrifugal compres-
sor within the PT6 engine. Basically, 
P3 Air is compressed air that is ready 
to go to the combustion chamber 
to mix with the fuel. This P3 Air is 
tapped (or “bled”) from the engine 
and called “bleed air.” Bleed air can 
then be used for all sorts of various 
uses in the airplane (pressurization is 
the best-known). This P3 Air is also 
sent to the fuel control unit (FCU) to 
manage fuel flow. 

When P3 Air reaches the FCU, 
the pressure is decreased slightly and 
renamed “Py Air.” In a nutshell, the 
amount of Py Air available is depen-
dent on the speed of the Ng (gas 
compressor). The faster the Ng turns, 
the more Py Air is available. The 
slower the Ng turns, the less Py Air 
is available.

So, P&WC corresponds the speed 
of the Ng with the amount of fuel 
being sent to the combustion cham-
ber. As the power lever is advanced, 
more P3 air is sent to the fuel control 
and then more fuel is sent to the 
engine, which then spools up the 
Ng and provides more fuel to the 
engine. Also, when the fuel control is 
retarded, less P3 air is sent to the fuel 
control, and the amount of fuel sent 
to the engine is reduced, causing the 
Ng to slow down.

In fact – and here’s the big take-
away concerning a flame out – the 
pilot can reduce the power as fast 
as she desires, and the engine will 
spool down at a rate that won’t allow 
the flow of fuel to the engine to be 
reduced to a rate that will allow a 
flame-out due to Ng speed being cor-
related to fuel demand. Decrease the 
power lever as quickly as you desire 
and a flame-out will not occur. The 
amount of fuel going to the engine 
is indirectly controlled by the power 
lever, and the flow never gets so low 
as to allow a flame-out.

A Compressor Stall
The second reason P&WC didn’t 

want to give the pilot direct control 
of the fuel flow is a compressor stall. 

Remember, the compressor in a PT6 
engine is called Ng, and Ng speed is a 
critical factor for engine management 
to the pilot.

Ng speed is especially important 
when advancing the power lever. 
If the compressor is not allowed to 
spool up before subjecting the engine 
to torque, the Ng can spool down 
and not provide enough compressed 
air to the combustion chamber. The 
result of the bogged-down Ng can be 
a “compressor stall.” The pressures 
within the engine can be so great 
during a compressor stall that an 
engine can self-destruct. P&WC was 
rightly justified in ensuring that the 
pilot cannot compressor stall a PT6 
engine that is operating properly.

I’ve never experienced a compres-
sor stall in a PT6, but I have experi-
enced a compressor stall in a Black-
hawk helicopter. A compressor stall 
sounds like someone is shooting off 
shotgun shells in the engine compart-
ment. It is an incredibly loud report 
that will get your attention. A com-
pressor stall is something you never 
want to hear in your PT6 engine.

I’ve never even heard of a nor-
mally operating PT6 engine having 
a compressor stall, but I can think of 
one way it could happen. A compres-
sor stall can occur in an engine with 
damaged compressor blades. Any-
thing that could cause the compressor 
to not provide a sufficient flow of air 
to the combustion chamber can cause 
a compressor stall. If a compressor 
stall ever occurs in a turbine engine, 
the immediate response is always to 
reduce engine power to decrease the 
flow of fuel and consequent need for 
compressed air. 

To understand a compressor stall, 
think of a one-speed bicycle. On the 
bike, the pedal speed is likened to 
the Ng compressor speed of the PT6 
engine. Ever stand up on the pedals of 
a bike to increase the pedal pressure? 
Normally, we use the seat on a bicycle 
prolifically, but when you need power, 
your posterior comes off the seat and 

Skytech
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you stand on the pedals while pedal-
ing to increase power. 

The faster you pedal, the faster the 
bike will travel. There’s a pedal speed 
that is quite comfortable to ride. If 
you were to ride your one-speed bike 
on a level, smooth surface you’d have 
to push hard on the pedals when first 
pedaling, but once you got the bike 
moving the pedaling would become 
easier, as long as you don’t go too fast 
or too slowly. If you go too slowly, 
the amount of pressure you’d have 
to put on the pedals increases. If too 
fast, you simply cannot sustain the 
motion. This is why the 21-speed 
bike is so much better than a one-
speed bike. You can shift to the gear 
that corresponds with the speed you 
desire to travel and make the pres-
sures you need to apply to the pedals 
more comfortable and appropriate. 

But, the PT6 engine is like a one-
speed bike. There’s only one “gearing” 
of the engine. This creates problems.

On the one-speed bike, if you were 
riding along on a smooth, flat surface 
at a comfortable speed, all would be 
well. But, if the bicycle rider were to 
suddenly encounter a big uphill, the 
amount of pedal pressure required 
would go up. If the pedal pressure 
were not increased, then the pedal 
speed (Ng speed) would go down. If 
the hill were steep enough, the pedal 
speed would go down to the point 
that the bicyclist could not apply 
enough pressure to the pedals to 
sustain motion (even if her posterior 
came off the seat!), and she’d have to 
get off the bike and walk the bike up 
the hill. But, you can’t walk your PT6 
up the hill.

In a PT6, the Ng speed cannot be 
too slow compared to the requested 
pressures within the engine. Said 
another way, we cannot spray fuel 
into the combustion chamber without 
allowing the Ng to increase speed to 
provide the proper amount of air for 
combustion. Too much fuel with too 
little air can cause a compressor stall.

So, the same thing that precludes 
an engine flame-out also precludes 

a compressor stall. Allowing com-
pressed air (Py Air) to control the 
engine ensures that the Ng speed is 
always correctly married to engine 
demand (torque).

Marrying Ng speed with demand 
provides an engine management 
characteristic to which every PT6 
pilot has grown comfortable…a delay 
in engine response. When the power 
lever is advanced, the engine doesn’t 
respond quickly, there’s a delay. The 
delay is because the Ng has to spool 
up and provide the additional Py Air 
to the fuel control. The good PT6 
pilot doesn’t give the delay a second 
thought, this delay is simply “the 
way the engine works” and every 
PT6 pilot gets accustomed to it. The 
newbie to the turbine world is at first 
frustrated with the slow response and 
then gains familiarity as experience 
is gained.

The system is brilliant, simply bril-
liant. And, it works wonderfully, until 
it doesn’t. And, when it doesn’t work, 
it doesn’t work at all. When it doesn’t 
work, it’s called a “power roll-back.”

A leak or a block can develop in 
the P3 Air system so that compressed 
air is not provided to the fuel control. 
There are numerous fittings, lines, 
and parts that have the potential for 
a leak to develop. If that leak were to 
develop, then compressed air would 
not be provided to the fuel control, 
and the engine will “roll back” to idle.

If this is the case, the pilot can 
move the power lever as much as 
desired and there will be no engine 
response. None. Nadda. Nothing. The 
engine will simply roll back to idle. 
And, this is actually far worse than 
an engine failure. Let’s explore…

The JetPROP is the better platform 
to describe the performance of an 
engine failure vs. a power roll-back as 
compared to other turbine versions 
because it has a controllable prop. 
In the JetPROP, the propeller can be 
feathered without shutting down the 
engine. If the propeller is feathered  
in a JetPROP, there is virtually no 

additional drag from the propeller 
and the glide range is increased.

I teach P46T pilots to hold 110 
KIAS and I’ll feather the propel-
ler. With the prop feathered and the 
airplane pitched for 110 KIAS, the 
rate of descent will usually be about 
600 fpm. Not bad, eh? The JetPROP 
will glide a long way with a prop-
erly feathered propeller. But, what 
happens when the propeller is 
not feathered and the engine is 
reduced to idle?

A JetPROP with the engine at 
idle and a windmilling prop will 
descend at 1,600 fpm while holding 
110 KIAS. That’s a huge increase in 
descent rate! What is the cause of this 
huge increase in drag? Answer: The 
windmilling prop.

A windmilling prop is much like 
a helicopter rotor system in auto-
rotation. The air (relative wind) is 
driving the blades instead of the 
blades driving the air, and the drag 
increases dramatically. 

In any of the turbine versions of 
the PA46, there’s a huge spring in the 
propeller that forces the propeller 
to the feathered position. Engine oil 
pressure moves the propeller to flat 
pitch and beyond. 

So, if there is no oil pressure, then 
the big spring wins the tug-of-war 
contest, overcomes the lack of oil 
pressure, and pushes the propel-
ler to the feathered position. In an 
engine failure, there’s no oil pressure 
and the propeller will feather. In an 
engine-out scenario in any of the 
turbine PA46s, the prop will feather 
and the descent rate at 110 KIAS 
will be a very comfortable 600 fpm 
(or so) and the glide distance will be 
quite impressive.

But, in a power roll-back, the 
engine does not fail, it simply rolls 
back to idle. At idle the engine has 
plenty of oil pressure and the pro-
peller does not feather, it reduces to 
“flat pitch.” Remember, a prop at 
flat pitch has a tremendous amount 
of drag, requiring 1,600+ fpm rate 
of descent to hold 110 KIAS. So, in 
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a power roll-back, the airplane has 
a MUCH greater rate of descent if 
the prop cannot be feathered. Would 
you rather smack the ground with a 
1,600+ fpm rate of descent or a 600 
fpm rate of descent? My answer is 
“neither,” and that is what the FAA 
thinks, too. So, any single-engine 
turbine-powered airplane is going to 
have a manual override, affectionately 
called the MOR Switch (JetPROP) 
or the MOR lever (Meridian, M500, 
M600) to control the fuel control unit 
(FCU) in case of a Py Air leak.

In the Meridian/M500/M600, 
the MOR lever is directly adjacent 
to the power lever and is a lever that 
normally resides within a detent. 
The MOR lever can be lifted out 
of the detent and then advanced to 
control the engine. There will be a 
“dead area” (usually about an inch 
or so) where there is no effect upon 
the engine, and then the MOR will 
engage the fuel control and begin 
controlling the engine. 

In the JetPROP, there is a 
MOR Switch, which has a small 
electric motor that can be toggled 
forward or back to control the engine. 
Usually, the JetPROP requires about 
six short pushes of the switch to 
engage the engine.

So…which is better, a MOR switch 
or a MOR lever? The MOR lever 
gives the pilot direct control of the 
engine, but it also means the pilot 
can more easily hurt the engine if the 
MOR lever is mismanaged. The MOR 
switch limits the speed of movement 
of the fuel control, which provides 
a modicum of additional security. 
But, the system is then dependent 
upon the operation of an electrical 
motor, which adds another layer of 
potential failure. At the end of the 
discussion, both the MOR Switch and 
MOR Lever do the same thing (allow 
manual operation of the FCU), but 
in a slightly different manner. They 
both work wonderfully.

When do you use the MOR? To 
me, the answer is anytime in flight 
that you have an uncommanded loss 

Enhanced Flight

CIES Corporation

of power. Simply put, if you think you 
have an engine failure, use the MOR. 
In the “heat of the battle” when deal-
ing with an engine failure or a power 
roll-back, you’ll probably not be able 
to determine what happened in a 
timely fashion. If you have an engine 
failure and use the MOR, nothing 
will happen and you won’t hurt a 

thing. If you have a power roll-back 
and use the MOR, you just saved the 
day. So, using the MOR in a suspected 
engine loss scenario won’t hurt and 
just might help. 

When do you NOT use the MOR? 
Answer: On the ground as an alterna-
tive method of controlling the engine 
for takeoff. Never, ever attempt a 
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takeoff with the MOR! Yes, it has 
occurred, with spectacular results. 
The MOR is designed to give you 
control of the engine during an in-
flight emergency, never for a takeoff.

Why? Well, simply put, when you 
are operating with the MOR, you 
don’t have protections from a com-
pressor stall, engine flameout, over-
torque, overspeed, or excessive engine 
temperature. While using the MOR 
you have direct control of the amount 
of fuel being dumped into the engine, 
and a ham-handed pilot can easily 
destroy an engine. 

To me, the operation of the MOR 
is one differentiator between an 
experienced, knowledgeable CFI and 
a rookie CFI that doesn’t know what 
he doesn’t know. The rookies know 
enough about the MOR to avoid 
it, they teach that it should also be 
avoided, and they avoid it themselves. 
They create a “culture of fear” about 
the MOR because they don’t under-
stand it and are scared they’ll torch 
a client’s engine in training and be 
responsible for an expensive repair. 
Consequently, the MOR is a system 
on the P46T that is under-trained and 
under-understood. But, this should 
not be so.

I train every single client that 
comes to me for initial or recurrent 
training every single time. Control-
ling an engine with the MOR is not 
hard it is really easy if you know what 
you are doing. I’ll create a simulated 
in-flight emergency that requires 
operation of the MOR and then that 
pilot will manage the engine with 
the MOR all the way to landing. 
Again, it is not hard, but it is not for 
the uninitiated CFI to “try it out” by 
themselves. This is one area where 
the CFI needs mentoring before 
training others. If you’ve got a CFI 
who won’t teach the MOR operation, 
you probably have a less-than-knowl-
edgeable CFI. Encourage that CFI to 
get training.

Much like the PC-12 crash 
described above, we’ve had many 
power roll-back events in the PA46 

Joe Casey is an ATP, DPE, CFI 
(A/H), MEI, CFIG, CFIH, as well as a 
U.S. Army UH-60 standard-ization 
instructor/examiner. A MMOPA 
Board member and chair of the 
Safety Committee, he has been a 
PA46 instructor for 14-plus years 
and has accumulated 11,800-plus 
hours of flight time, 5,000 of which 
has been in the PA46. Contact 
Joe at: joe@flycasey.com, or by  
phone at 903.721.9549.

fleet over the years. Scarily, since I 
began writing this article, I have been 
made privy to at least two power roll-
back events in the P46T fleet. One of 
those rollbacks resulted in the loss of 
an airplane and significant injuries to 
the occupants. It can happen.

Many of those roll-back events 
ended in a successful landing and 
no public fanfare. But we’ve also had 
many that resulted in damaged air-
planes and injured aircraft occupants. 
I suspect that the pilots of many of 
these disturbing accidents did not 
even know the MOR existed or had 
only a paltry understanding of the 
system. Certainly, they did not have 
the wherewithal to simply move the 
MOR forward to revive engine power.

One of the more upsetting accident 
scenarios is a pro pilot with lots of 
hours flying advanced aircraft tran-
sitioning into the P46T. The MOR 
only exists in single-engine airplanes 
and never in a multi-engine airplane. 
So, the pilot who has been operating 
the King Air 200 (for example, with 
the same engine as the Meridian/
M500/M600) who is super-familiar 
with the PT6-42 engine but knows 
nothing about the MOR has a power 
roll-back but is not ready with the 
proper response. Oftentimes these 
pilots are given “quickie” train-
ing events, often less than one day. 
In these short training events, the 
MOR is almost certainly overlooked 
in training. To me, most accidents 
resulting from a power roll-back are 
simply the result of poor training. 
All P46T turbine pilots should fully 
understand the MOR and be ready 
to use it if required. But, based on 
my experience in refresher training, 
few pilots have even a rudimentary 
understanding of the MOR, and some 
have never operated the engine with 
the MOR. We’ve got some work to do 
in the training realm.

To me, the most dastardly phase of 
flight for a roll-back is on climb just 
after takeoff. It seems that our fleet 
has seen a higher propensity of these 
roll-back events end poorly. This is 

probably expected since there’s little 
time to react to the emergency. On 
every takeoff, you should think about 
the possibility of what you will do if 
the dreaded engine failure or roll-
back occurs. If there is an anomaly on 
the runway before liftoff (or at an alti-
tude that will allow the airplane to be 
landed on the runway straight ahead), 
simply pull back the power lever and 
stop the airplane. If the anomaly hap-
pens after the point that a safe land-
ing can be made straight ahead on the 
runway, the MOR switch/lever is your 
salvation. Just as a multi-engine pilot 
has a “V1 speed” which is a “decision 
speed” to either take off or land on 
the runway, a P46T pilot should have 
a point on the takeoff where the deci-
sion is to either “land straight ahead” 
or engage the MOR.

Could the mysterious MOR have 
saved the day for the PC-12 pilot at 
HQZ? We should find out soon. My 
bet is the PC-12 had a power roll-back 
and the MOR could have saved the 
airplane from the boneyard and the 
pilot from a life-changing injury. The 
final report should come out soon, 
but for now, this accident should be 
a “wake-up call” that helps the P46T 
pilot community commit ourselves to 
a full understanding of the airplanes 
we fly. I hope you never experience 
a power roll-back. But if you do, the 
MOR is a tool in your toolkit that 
could save the day. 

Cutter Aviation
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MMOPA held its first-ever virtual convention Sept. 
24-26 with more than 275 registered. Based on atten-
dance numbers and participant feedback, all involved 
deemed it resounding success.

The event was live streamed from the headquarters 
of Piper Aircraft in Vero Beach, FL. Piper set aside 
a large portion of its pristine service center hangar 
for the production, complete with a new M600 SLS 
in the background. Hosted by airshow superstar and 
M600 owner Kirby Chambliss, Executive Director 
Dianne White and MMOPA member Mark Wolper, 
the event featured three days of educational ses-
sions from the premier experts on safety, operations, 
weather, maintenance and avionics.

 UPDATES

Virtual Convention  
a Success!

MMOPA 2020 LIVE sessions available for replay.
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Mark Spitzer

Among the sessions:
• Garmin Autoland documentary - an all-original 

MMOPA-produced film
• Virtual Tour of Piper Aircraft
• Former Shuttle Commander Charlie Precourt
• Dr. Scott Glaser - Upset Recognition & Recovery
• Update from Piper’s Simon Caldecott
• Weather expert Scott Dennstaedt
• Safety Brief by Manny Casiano
• Master Aviator Awards
• Meet our MMOPA Scholarship Winners
• Single-pilot Decision-making
• Aircraft Model Breakout Sessions
• Autopilot Workshops
• ForeFlight & Garmin Services Breakouts
The daily live stream ended each day with a virtual 

happy hour allowing members to catch up with old friends 
and meet new ones.

Watch the Virtual 
Convention Sessions

Registrants can watch MMOPA 2020 LIVE any time and 
at their leisure. You can watch the entire live stream or pick 
individual sessions.

To access the Replay follow these steps:
1. Log into MMOPA.com;
2. Go to MY ACCOUNT (top right corner of the page);
3. Click REPLAY CONVENTION link to access the 

replay page.
You can still purchase access to all of the educational 

sessions and content. Go to MMOPA.com/Convention

MMOPA  
Virtual Auction

The MMOPA Safety & Education Foundation’s virtual 
online auction ran simultaneously with MMOPA 2020 
LIVE. Using an app called Handbid, the auction raised 
nearly $40,000 for scholarships and safety programs, such 
as our safety events, webinars and Master Aviator Program.

Thank you to all of our sponsors and donors who 
provided the wonderful auction items. Most of all, thank 
you MMOPA members for bidding on the items to benefit 
the Foundation.

RJ Tutt Aviation

Initial / Recurrent Initial / Recurrent 
Flight TrainingFlight Training

 Malibu – Mirage – Matrix
Meridian – JetPROP

M350-M500-M600
Garmin G500/600 legacy & Txi

 Serving the West Coast Since 2000
Insurance Approved!

RJ Tutt Aviation
Stockton, CA (KSCK)

209-482-7433
rjtuttaviation@comcast.net

www.rjtuttaviation.com
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I am from Gastonia, NC. I am 
thankful to have the opportunity to 
be awarded the MMOPA scholarship. 
Since being awarded this scholarship, 
life has taken an unprecedented turn 
for everyone. The COVID pandemic 
has placed many barriers and chal-
lenges for those to succeed, especially 
in the field of aviation. It too has chal-
lenged me. Being sent back home to 
North Carolina from the University of 
North Dakota because of the pandem-
ic, I was afraid that I would not be able 
to fly and that my projected gradua-
tion date would be pushed back. 

After sitting around for two months 
feeling devastated, anxious, and stressed that I was not able 
to fly I decided to figure out if I could get my CFI/CFII 
before heading back to school. I contacted one of UND’s 
Associate Professors to inquire if I could pursue my task at 
hand. He said yes, and from that point on I was on a hunt 
to find a CFI/CFII that would be able to help me. 

I found the world’s best flight instructor, Kathy Jones in 
the beginning of June. Kathy’s professional teaching style 
and 37 years of CFI/CFII experience really boosted my 
skill set and her years of knowledge truly impacted me as a 
pilot. Kathy helped me acquire my CFI in one month. After 
that we had one month exactly to acquire my CFII before 
August 7, 2020. To my amazement everything went as 
planned. I then applied to be a CFI at UND and was hired 
August 24, 2020. Currently I have two students working on 
their Private Pilot license. 

When I returned home my father was laid off from 
his job about a month afterward. This was tragic for my 
family, and I felt that I was in the same position as I was 
in my senior year of high school feeling that weight of 
uncertainty. Fortunately, thanks to this great organiza-
tion, I learned I was awarded the scholarship. I could see 

 UPDATES

In Their Own Words:
MMOPA Scholarship Winners Share  

Their Trials & Triumphs

“I truly want to give 
a special thank you 
to a MMOPA member 
Jeff McAllister who personally 
reached out to me on LinkedIn 
and messaged me not only 
to congratulate me but to 
also ask if he could provide 
mentorship. I was not initially 
aware that winning the 
MMOPA Scholarship would 
open so many helpful doors.”

the light at the end of the tunnel and knew that I had a 
fighting chance. During this time, I accomplished another 
dream. The dream to start the first ever African American 
organization at UND called OBAP, Organization of 
Black Aerospace Professionals. Our organization focuses 
on more than just African Americans, we are truly open to 
all races, ethnic groups, and genders. As the Vice President 
I have made it my personal mission to help all students 
locate and obtain sponsorships to help fund our education-
al trips that we would like to take once COVID is eradi-
cated. I choose this role because out of the six people on 
our board, five of us have all run out of money at one point 
or another, which caused us to sit out of aviation for more 
than two months. As fellow pilots we all know that you 
lose skills quickly when you cannot fly. This is why I am so 
adamant about making sure that no students run into the 
same problems the founding members have faced. 

MMOPA has embraced me like a family that I truly wish 
I could have met in person. I want to once again thank 
everyone for being so welcoming. I truly want to give a spe-
cial thank you to a MMOPA member Jeff McAllister who 
personally reached out to me on LinkedIn and messaged 

Delante Sykes
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Greetings from beautiful Grand Forks, ND! I hope 
everyone at MMOPA is doing well and staying safe and 
healthy. Since the last time you heard from me, some 
exciting changes in my life have occurred. For starters, in 
August, I passed my Commercial ASEL/AMEL and Instru-
ment check ride!

After flight training at UND for two years, it was surreal 
to complete my Commercial-Instrument flight training 
and earn my certificates. I began Certified Flight Instruc-
tor training last month. Learning to instruct is my greatest 
adventure in flight training thus far and truly feels like the 
culmination of years of flight training. I am looking for-
ward to the day my students walk into the airport for the 
first time, and I get to introduce them to the industry I love 
so much. Besides flight training, I am currently enrolled as 
a full-time student at UND Aerospace in my junior year. 

me not only to congratulate me but to also ask if he could 
provide mentorship. I was not initially aware that winning 
the MMOPA Scholarship would open so many helpful 
doors. Mr. McAllister has truly blessed me with financial, 
career, and life advice which has given me an even big-
ger insight on Corporate Aviation, business, and personal 
finance. I want to let all the MMOPA members know that 
I am always open to meet more great people who share the 
same passion for the planes that we love.

As of right now my goals are still the same as before  
but with an added twist. I have personally seen that if  
you keep dreaming, fly with the blue side up, and have 
mentors that want to help, all the plans you have can 

become a reality. My Spring 2021 goal is to save up money 
in order to acquire my MEI, as well as take the time to 
learn more about real estate and investing. My five-year 
plan is to reach my restricted ATP by Spring 2022 and find 
an aviation job flying and using my Aviation Management 
degree in the corporate or GA community. I have also set 
my sights on a new mission of wanting to do a coast-to-
coast flight to raise awareness for all minorities in avia-
tion. I once again want to say thank you to everyone for 
your continued support, and to let everybody know they 
are free to reach out as well as help me buy a 1986-and-
a-half Piper Malibu so I can become a lifetime mem-
ber of MMOPA!

Carly Shukiar

“Looking forward, I am excited to begin work on the UND Women’s Air Race 
Classic team as we start the process of preparing for our Summer 2021 race. 
I’ll be leading the team this year.”

As of right now, I am on track to graduate a semester early, 
allowing me to enter the workforce sooner and begin flying 
full time. I am enrolled in classes that excite and challenge 
me, and I’m grateful for the COVID-19 mitigations that 
UND has employed to emphasize effective education.

The start of a new semester is always my favorite time 
of year, where the weather begins to cool down, the trees 
start to turn, and new opportunities for student involve-
ment arise. Getting to participate in MMOPA 2020 Live 
was an honor and a great way to kick off the new school 
year! This year, I’m involving myself as the vice president 
of UND’s Jewish Student Organization, serving on the 
board for the Aviation Education Student Outreach Pro-
gram, and participating in organizations such as UND’s 
Women in Aviation chapter and the Non-Profit Leadership 
Student Organization. Additionally, I am working in the 
Aviation Student Services office for UND Aerospace, where 
I get to give tours, answer questions, and provide guidance 
and advice to prospective aerospace students.

Looking forward, I am excited to begin work on the 
UND Women’s Air Race Classic team as we start the pro-
cess of preparing for our Summer 2021 race. I’ll be leading 
the team this year, along with three of my close friends. 
I’ll continue to flight train and hopefully receive my CFI 
certificate this winter. 

As always, I am extraordinarily grateful to this organiza-
tion for your continued mentorship and encouragement. I 
look forward to continuing with this semester and posi-
tively representing MMOPA!
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 MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

Meet MMOPA Member 
Mark van Berkel

MMOPA: Tell us about your aviation background. 

Mark: My background in aviation spans over 30-plus years. I graduated from college 
in 1989 and went to work for a small avionics shop just outside of Vancouver, BC, 
Canada. One of my primary motivators to work there was that they had a Cessna 
172 in which I could get my pilot’s license. I did just that in 1991. 

After getting my pilot’s license, my career path took me to Ottawa, Canada. After 
leaving the avionics shop and the Cessna 172, I flew sporadically at a local flying 
club. Buying diapers and flying have diverging priorities, and aviation had to give 
way to paying the mortgage and feeding the kids.

In 2008 I started to look at getting back to flying more. My research led me to 
start looking at the Cirrus SR22, and in 2009 I bought a new-to-me 2007 SR22 G3. I 
ended up owning two Cirrus SR22s from 2009 to 2014. The Cirrus SR22 was great, 
but I wanted something to fly further without using oxygen to get over weather. My 
research led me to find the PA46 and MMOPA.  I joined MMOPA in 2012 to find out 
more about the airplane. Needless to say, I like what I saw.

In 2013 the Canadian Piper Dealer (Aviation Unlimited) flew a brand-new Mirage 
to Ottawa for me to look at. The new Mirage was out of my reach. But in 2016, the 
exact aircraft I saw back in 2013 was traded in, and I traded up from the Cirrus SR22 
to the Mirage! I have never looked back!

Homebase:  
Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada – CYOW
Pilot Since:  
1991
Current Aircraft:  
2018 M600
Previous M-Class:  
2013 Mirage, 2016 M500
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In 2018 I traded in the Mirage and bought a brand new 2018 M500, 
something I never imagined I would do. Now I have a 2018 M600.

MMOPA: What were the compelling characteristics 
of the M-Class that won you over?

Mark: I have looked at various aircraft, but the Piper PA46 does 
many things well. It is tough to beat the value of the PA46. I often 
call the Meridian/M500 the “Honda Civic” of the turboprop world. 
Reliable and mild-mannered.

The M600 is an unbelievable aircraft for range and efficiency.

MMOPA: What’s your training/operating philosophy 
for ensuring you operate the aircraft in the safest 
manner possible? 

Mark: Typically, I go to Legacy annually and do a mid-year 
IFR training proficiency event with a local CFI. With the M600, 
I had to fulfill the insurance requirements, which included 15 
hours with a mentor pilot, plus in Canada, the M600 requires 
a type rating. (Any aircraft with a Vmo greater than 250 kts 
requires a type rating in Canada.) We made a trip from the 
Toronto area out to Kelowna, B.C., and back, with me doing all 
the necessary emergency procedures, landing configurations, 
and approaches to satisfy the type rating requirements –and 
to explore the capabilities of the airplane. We flew a 1,494 nm 
direct leg from Calgary to Oshawa (a.k.a. Toronto) in 5 hours 18 
minutes, landing with more than 400 pounds of fuel. Not once 
did I feel any fuel anxiety.

I am going to Legacy in November when I go to Florida for the 
winter. The current COVID travel restrictions have made doing 
the Legacy training first a challenge as non-essential Canada/U.S. 
travel is restricted. It can be done with a mandatory 14-day 
quarantine when you return to Canada from the United States.

MMOPA: What is your typical mission, and how many 
hours do you typically fly a year?

Mark: On average, I fly 125 hours per year. Typical missions have 
been Ottawa to Florida (where we have a second home) and 
back. I also fly the airplane with friends for golfing expeditions 
where we go someplace fun to play golf.

I often fly the airplane alone, but also my wife and sons will 
join me. I also have frequent trips with my buddies for a quick 
getaway and play some golf.

MMOPA: Why is it essential to be a part of an owners’ 
group like MMOPA? 

Mark: A lot of good things are shared among the MMOPA 
members. I have been and am still a member of COPA. I have 
been a member of CJP and TBMOPA. I like airplanes, and before 
I decide on one, I like to do my due diligence. The cost to join 
before you buy is an excellent investment, whether you move 
forward or not.

Once I join and become a flying member/owner, I am a member 
for life…which is why I am a “Lifetime Member.”

During his initial training, Mark flew a 1,494 nm 
direct leg Calgary to Oshawa (aka Toronto) in 5 
hours, 18 minutes with more than 400 pounds 
of fuel remaining. Mark: “Not once did I feel any 
fuel anxiety.”

Here is Mark’s new M600 relaxing in her new 
home in Ottawa after a great trip. Mark said,  
“I think we are going to get along quite nicely!”
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Show your commitment and  
support of MMOPA by  

signing up for the Lifetime  
Membership for only $1,750. 

Lifetime Members receive subscription to 
MMOPA Magazine  
and access to the Forum for life without having to hassle  
with renewing. 

In addition, Lifetime Members will take part in a private  
reception at the Convention, receive recognition in 
the magazine  
and receive a special gift box containing premium, logoed  
items, including:

• Custom Yeti
• Luxurious logoed blanket
• High-quality weekender bag, 
• Cotton-twill baseball cap
• Lifetime Member vinyl sticker for your plane,  

computer, hangar, etc. 

Become 
a Lifetime  
Member

Factory Direct Models

Scott Dennstaedt

The last aviation weather book  
you’ll ever need to buy!

Excellent book, 
covering a wide 
range of topics in 
an accurate but 
intuitive fashion, 
exactly what 
pilots like.

~ B777 Captain  
  Edoardo

I purchased and read the book immediately 
after it became available, the best money  
I've ever spent! ~ John O.

Order your soft cover or e-Book today at 
https://pilotweatherbook.com

Co-authored by Captain Doug Morris &  
CFI/meteorologist Scott Dennstaedt 
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Malibu Aerospace
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1. Coast Aircraft 
Services
San Deigo, CA
Tel: 858-436-4556

2. Loyd’s Aircraft 
Maintenance, Inc.  
Bakersfield, CA 
Tel: 661-393-1588

3. Mather Aviation  
Van Nuys, CA 
Tel: 818-782-7473

4. Mather Aviation 
Rancho Cordova, CA
Tel: 916-364-4711

5. Mangon Aircraft, Inc.  
Petaluma, CA
Tel: 707-765-1848

6. Martin Aviation
Santa Ana, CA
Tel: 714-210-2945

7. Cutter Piper Sales - PHX
802 E. Old Tower Road
Phoenix, AZ 85034-6000

8. Western Aircraft Inc.  
Boise, ID
Tel: 208-338-1800

9. Des Moines Flying Ser-
vice, Inc. 
Des Moines, IA
Tel: 515-256-5300

10. Tri-State Aero, Inc. 
Evansville, IN 
Tel: 812-426-1221

11. Muncie Aviation Company
Muncie, IN 
Tel: 800-289-7141

12. Kansas City Aviation 
Center 
Olathe, KS
Tel :800-720-5222

13. Executive Air 
Transport, Inc.
Muskeson, MI
Tel: 888-844-2359

Domestic Service Centers

NorthwestSouthwest

Midwest

Southeast

Northeast 23. Flightline Group, Inc.  
Tallahassee, FL
Tel: 850-574-4444

24. DLK Aviation 
Kennesaw, GA
Tel: 770-427-4954

25. JPS Aviation LLC
Monroe, LA
Tel: 318-387-0222

26. Sun Aviation, Inc.  
Vero Beach, FL
Tel: 772-562-9257

27. Skytech, Inc. 
Rock Hill, SC
Tel: 803-366-5108

28. JetRight Aviation Maint., 
LLC 
Nashville, TN
Tel: 615-360-2592

29. Daytona Aircraft Ser-
vices, Inc 
Daytona Beach, FL
Tel: 386-255-2049

30. Advanced Aircraft 
Center
Miami, FL
Tel: 305-259-8291

14. Three Wing Aviation 
Group, LLC
Stratford, CT 
Tel: 203-375-5796

15. Shoreline Aviation, Inc. 
Marshfield, MA
Tel: 781-834-4928

17. Tiffin Aire
Tiffin, OH
Tel: 419-447-4263

18. Skytech, Inc.
Westminster, MD
Tel: 410-574-4144

19. Texas Piper North, Inc.   
Addison, TX
Tel: 800-288-8375

20. Texas Piper South, Inc.   
San Antonio, TX
Tel: 210-340-6780

21. Abilene Aero, Inc. 
Lubbock, TX
Tel: 806-747-5101 

22. Naples Air Center 
Naples, FL
Tel: 800-226-4000

25
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International Service Centers
IAE Ltd. 
Hangar 2
Cranfield Airfield 
Bedford MK43 0JR 
United Kingdom
Tel: +44-123-4750661

MCA Aviation Ltd. 
Business Aviation Centre
Hangar 603, Aviation Park 
North East
Bournemouth International Airport
Dorset, BH23 6NE
England - United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (1202) 571711 

British European Aviation Limited
Wycombe Air Park
Marlow
Buckinghamshire SL7 3DP
United Kingdom
Tel: +44-1789-470476

RGV Aviation Ltd. 
Gloucester Airport 
Hangar SE40 
Cheltenham GL51 6SP
United Kingdom
Tel: +44-145-2855501

Piper Generalvertretung Deutsch-
land AG
Flughafen Kassel
Calden D 34379
Germany
Tel: +49-5674-70452

ARLT Aircraft Services
Flugplatz, Halle 4
Worms, DE-67547  
Germany 
Tel: +49-624-1-23373

Piloten Service, Robert Rieger GmbH 
Flugplatz Wallmuehle 
Atting D-94348
Germany 
Tel: +49-942-9716

Piloten Service, Robert Rieger GmbH 
94474 Vilshofen,
Flugplatz 2
Germany
Tel: +49-854-18974

Piper Maintenance GmbH
Flughafen Kassel
Calden 34379
Germany
Tel: +49-567-470480

Röder Präzision
Am Flugplatz
Egelsbach, D 63329
Germany 
Tel: +49-610-34002670

Spessart Air Service Center 
Flugplatz Aschaffenburg 
Großostheim  D-63672
Germany
Tel: +49-602-66066

Wilhelm Tank GmbH
Flugplatz Mariensiel-
Wilhelmshaven
Sande D-26452
Germany 
Tel: +49-442-1201010

JB Investments Ltd 
U1. Redutowa 10
Warszawa 01-103
Poland 
Tel: +48-227-369919

OK Aviation Sales, s.r.o.
Airport Příbram 
Drasov 201 
261 01 Příbram 
Czech Republic 
Tel: +42-31-8690644

Sim-Aviation 
2nd Otdelenie s/za 
“Solnechniy” 16
350012, Krasnodar, Russia 
Tel: +78-61-2222200

Cirrus d.o.o. 
Tragovina, Prozvodnja
Tkaiska 12 
SLO-3000 Celje
Slovenia
Tel: +38-63-4286230

UNI-FLY 
Odense Airport 
Hangar 37
Odense DK-5270 
Denmark 
Tel: +45-6595-55044

European Aircraft Sales ApS
GI. Skolevej 26
5642 Morud
Denmark
Tel: +45-4016-5401

Air Service Vamdrup 
Flyplassveien 25
N-3514 Honefoss
Norway (Norge)
Tel: +47-21-999-708 

Fanmei Aviation Ind. Group Ltd.
5 Wang Chong Street
Yongchang Township
Beichuan Qiang
Sinchuan, China
Tel: +86-138-8028-3396

Porta Air Service GmbH & Co. KG
Flughafen 9
Porta Westfalica D 32457
Germany 
Tel: +49-573-176730

Wings Over Asia
66 Seletar Aerospace View
WOA Aviation Hangar-66, #03-01
Singapore 797509
Tel: +65-6659-6225

Aero Facility Co., LTD
Shimbashi Plaza Bldg. 15F
4-9-1 Shimbashi, Minato-ku
Tokyo 105-0004
Japan
Tel: +81-3-5402-6884

RUAG Schweiz AG
Aeroporto Cantonale di Locarmo
Gordola CH-6596
Switzerland 
Tel: +41-91-7453388 

RUAG Schweiz AG 
RUAG Aviation via Aeropuerto 12
CH-6596 Gordola
Switzerland 
Tel: +41-91-735-2940 

AAC Austrian Aircraft Corp. 
Flugplatz Vosleau
Osterreichische-A-2540 
Austria
Tel: +43-225-2790894

AAC Austrian Aircraft Corp. 
Flughafen Graz 
A-8073 Feldkirchen 
Austria
Tel: +43-316-296149 

AAC Austrian Aircraft Corp. 
Flughafen Linz, Hoersching  
Osterreich A-4063
Austria 
Tel: +43-722-164532

Airflite
26 Newton Road
Perth Airport
Western Australia 6105
Tel: +61-8-9478-9088

National Airways Corporation
Gate C, Hangar No. 104C
Lanseria Airport, Lanseria, 1748
South Africa
Tel: +27-11-267-5000

Global Aviation SA
Civil Aviation Airport of
Pachi, Megara
Megara, 19100 
Greece
Tel: +30-22960-81154

Aviation Unlimited
Toronto Buttonville Airport 
2833 16th Avenue, Box 101
Markham, Ontario L3R0P8
Tel: 905-477-4655

Mustang Maintenance & Repair 
216 Avro Lane 
Calgary, Alberta, T3Z3S5
Tel: 403-286-1129 

Prairie Flying Service, Ltd.
Suite 200-3035 Tutor Drive
Regina, Saskatchewan S4W 1B5
Tel: 306-569-3700

Handfield Aviation, Inc. 
4920 Route De L’Aeroport 
St. Hubert, QC J3Y8Y9
Tel: 450-676-6299

J.P.Martins Aviacao Ltda. 
Av. Olavo Fontoura, 780 
Campo de Marte 
CEP 02012-021
Sao Paulo-SP-Brazil
Tel: +55-11-3538-2555

Hangar Uno, S.A.
Aeropuerto Internacional San 
Fernando
1646 San Fernando 
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Tel: +54-11-4714-8100

Durandal International S.A.
Luis De La Torre 1004
Montevideo
11300 Uruguay 
Tel: +598-2709-7267

Aeroneed/Nimbus
Av. Alcalde Fernando Castillo
Velasco 7941, La Reina 
Region Metroploitano, Santiago
Chile
Tel: +56-9-8828-1994

Seijiro Yazawa Iwai Aviation S.A.
Edificio No. 126
Pan America Corporate Center
Edificio Aggreko, Planta Baja
Panama Pacifico
Republica de Panama
Tel: +1 (305) 458-1671

Talento Technico En Aviacion
Juan Salvador Agraz
65 Colonia Santa Fe Cuajimalpa 
Piso 12
Mexico D.F. 
5348
Tel: 555-662-3100

International Aviation Support B.V.
De Zanden 113
7395 PG
Tegue, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0) 55-323-1967
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Des Moines 

www.legacyflighttraining.com
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Pilatus

Pilatus_March20_CP


